PROOF. In the first place, N is connected, since N-(0) is connected and is identical with N.
Secondly, N is not a T-set, for if it were then every closed subset of N would likewise be a T-set, and clearly some closed subset of N disconnects N.
Now if H denotes the sum of all sets No containing N and such that NQ is not disconnected by the omission of any T-set, then clearly H is connected and hence H is a continuum.
We proceed to show that no T-set disconnects H. Suppose on the contrary, that we have a separation H-T = Hi-{-H 2 , where T is some T-set in H. Then N-N-T is connected and thus is contained wholly in one of the sets Hi and H 2 , say Hi. But H-H 2 contains at least one point x, since H 2 is open in H. There exists a continuum N x in H containing x + N and such that N x is not disconnected by any T-set. But N x -T is a T-set and we have a separation
and both sets of the right hand member are non-vacuous since * Presented to the Society, October 28, 1933. [February, . Thus the supposition that H is disconnected by the omission of some T-set leads to a contradiction.
Consequently we have only to set H(N) =H, and our theorem is established.
THEOREM. The common part of any two sets H(N) is a T-set.
For • H(N 2 ), for if not then the set (ii) Let T be the property of containing at most n points, (« = 0,1,2,...).
For n = 0, we have the case just considered under (i). For n = 1, we obtain for H(N) subcontinua of M which are maximal with respect to the property of having no cut point.* In case M is a locally connected continuum, these sets H(N) are the true cyclic elementsf of M.
For n>l, the sets H(N) are subcontinua of M (hitherto unknown) which are not disconnected by the omission of any n points and are maximal with respect to this property. For example, for « = 4, let C\ and C 2 be concentric circles of radii 1 and 2, respectively; let Q be a square, together with its interior, inscribed in G, let / be the annular region between G and C 2l and let M= Ci+C 2 + I+Q. Then M has two sets H(N), namely, Ci+C 2 + I and Q] and it will be noted that, conforming to §3, * See my paper, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 55 (1933) , p. 456. f See American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 50 (1928), pp. 167-194. their common part contains just four points and hence is a Tset. The situation is exactly the same in this example for any n>4.
(iii) Let T be the property of being countable (that is, of power S fcto).
As an example, let d, C 2 , and / be defined as under (ii), let / be any simple closed curve having any countable set of points in common with C\ and lying otherwise within Ci, let D be the interior of J and let M = &+C 2 + I+D. Then the sets G+ C 2 + I and J+D are the sets H(N) in M.
(iv) Let T be the property of being homeomorphic with some proper subset of a simple closed curve.
As an example for this case, let 5 denote the surface of the unit sphere in JR 3 and let M be 5+any one-dimensional structure which together with 5 forms a continuum, for example, the part of the x, y, and z axes lying within S. Then S is the only set
In this case the sets H(N) are the so-called "n-dimensional components"* or the "maximal w-dimensional cantorian manifolds"! in M. In this case also it will be noticed that §3 above gives the known fact that the common part of any two ndimensional components is at most (n -2)-dimensional.
(vi) Let T be the property of being the carrier of no essential complete w-dimensional cycle, J (w = 0, 1,2, • • • ). (We shall consider only non-oriented cycles.)
For n = 0, we have identically the case n = 1 considered under (ii), since any set containing more than one point is the carrier of a 0-cycle. § Thus in case M is a locally connected continuum, we obtain the true cyclic elements of M for the sets H(N).
For n = 1, let us consider the following example. Let W denote the set consisting of the surface of a torus together with a coaxial disc just fitting into it, (that is, a disc-wheel with tire attached), and let C be the surface of a cube which is attached * See Alexandroff, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 106 (1932) to W along some simple arc, and let Q be a 2-cell (topological square plus its interior) attached to C along some arc and having nothing in common with W. Then W and C are the sets H{N) for W+C+Q. In general, for any n, examples indicate that in this case the sets H(N) are maximal subcontinua without edge points] and in many ways they seem to be true generalizations of the cyclic elements of locally connected continua (to which they reduce in case n = 0) and hence might well be called the "nth order cyclic elements"* of M. We shall consider these sets further in the next section.
Cyclic Elements of nth
Order. Throughout this section we shall let T be the property considered under (vi) in §4 of being the carrier of no essential complete n-cycle, and we shall suppose M to be compact. We shall show that in this case the sets H(N) in a compact continuum M have the property that if K is any subcontinuum of M such that every n-cycle in K is ^0 in K,
then every n-cyc\e in K-H(N) is ^0 in K-H(N).
For n = 0 this gives simply the known factf that the product of any subcontinuum of M by any set H(N) is either vacuous or connected; and in case M is locally connected, it is a special case of the well known and useful property of cyclic elements that the product of any cyclic element by an arbitrary connected set in M is either vacuous or connected. Now this result is an immediate consequence of the following somewhat sharper theorem.
THEOREM. If C is an irreducible carrier of the n-dimensional complete cycle C n in H(N) and B is any irreducible membrane% in M which is a carrier of thehomology 0^0, then we have B c H{N).
For n = 0 this says simply that every irreducible continuum in M between two points of H{N) is contained in H(N), a known result (see my paper, loc. cit.). We shall prove the theorem with the aid of the following lemma. Then the complex c* of all such simplexes is an w-cycle in T. Let ef be the norm of cf, that is, the maximum of the diameters of the simplexes of c?.
Now since each simplex of Ci is on a 5»-simplex of Ki n+} which has at least one vertex in B 2 , it follows that if ^=max p(#», x*)> then lim d; = 0. Thus since or~>0, it follows that ef->0. Now if 5/ is the greatest lower bound of the numbers ô such that c* bounds a ô-complex in T, then since T carries no essential w-cycle, it follows by a result of Vietorisf that lim S/ =0.
Let ô»-* = 2S/. Then for each i, c* bounds a 5*-complex Lf+ l in T and lim 5? = 0. Then J Z, t .»+i+lZ>+i is a (8 f -+ 2d< + 8f)-complex bounded by s* (mod 2), and this complex is contained in Bi+T. Thus C w~0 in B\-\-T, contrary to the fact that B is irreducible; and our lemma is established.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We have only to show that H(N) +B is not disconnected by the omission of any T-set. Suppose, on the contrary, that for some T-set Z\ we have a separation
H(N)+B-T = H 1 +Hi. Then since H{N)-T-H{N)
is connected, it must be contained wholly in either Hi or H 2 , say Hi. Thus C-CT<zHi and H 2 cB-C. But we have the separation
